OPERA AMERICA SELECTS FINALISTS OF THE
2019 ROBERT L.B. TOBIN
DIRECTOR-DESIGNER SHOWCASE

Finalist Teams Will Present Concepts to Opera Producers at
Opera Conference 2019 in San Francisco

November 14, 2018 (New York) — OPERA America, the national service organization for opera and the
nation’s leading champion for American opera, is proud to announce the 2019 finalists of the Robert L.B.
Tobin Director-Designer Showcase, a biennial program offered as part of OPERA America's continuing
commitment to foster emerging opera artists. The showcase, made possible through generous support
from the Tobin Theatre Arts Fund, was established to bring promising talent to the attention of field
leaders and connect up-and-coming directors and designers with those who are in a position to advance
their careers.

Nearly 40 applicant teams of directors and designers each created a production concept for an opera
chosen from a curated repertoire list. Submissions included visions for staging, scenery, props, costumes
and required personnel.

The 2019 Director-Designer Showcase finalist teams and their projects are:

**The Little Prince** (Rachel Portman)
Noam Shapiro, director
Santiago Orjuela-Laverde, scenic design
Tamrin Goldberg, choreography
Haydee Zelideth, costume design
Reza Behjat, lighting design
Yana Birýkova, projection design

This team reimagines *The Little Prince* as a modern migration story. As a group of migrants waits at the
U.S. border, a father calms the children by recasting their dangerous journey as the intergalactic travels
of the Little Prince, transforming their interactions with smugglers, officers and aid workers into
encounters with strange grownups and resplendent beasts in a world without borders.
**María de Buenos Aires** (Astor Piazzolla)

Victoria Crutchfield, director
Bryce Cutler, scenic design
Nina Bova, costume design
Mary Ellen Stebbins, lighting design
Kevan Loney, video design

María — the central character in a tale of seduction, prostitution and sexual abuse, as told by the goblin-storyteller El Duende — is placed in a transparent box, representing the prison of the male gaze. Upon María’s death, the box breaks open and mirror panels split, revealing mirrors beyond mirrors. María begins to discover herself. But El Duende drags her back into the box and forces her to give birth to a daughter, who will become another María.

---

**The Rape of Lucretia** (Benjamin Britten)

Marcus Shields, director
Ryan Howell, scenic and costume design
Oliver Tidwell Littleton, lighting design

This production is a contemporary reading of *The Rape of Lucretia*, with theatrical construction that engages with the formality and brutality of the subject matter. The space is a blank room with four benches, a collection of objects (both symbolic and practical), and two flower beds. Though functionally abstract, the room, through its antiseptic architectural and textural qualities, references an art gallery, a scientific laboratory and a shrine of memory. The theatrical language is dual: at times rigorously illustrating the actions of the text and at other times bending toward an image-based, symbolic interpretation of the events.
Tosca (Giacomo Puccini)
Shadi Ghaferi, director
John Bondi-Ernoehazy, scenic design
Shadi Ghaferi, choreography
Mika Eubanks, costume design
Samuel Chan, lighting design
Yaara Bar, projection design

This production of Tosca focuses on political prisoners who live under political oppression in their home countries — where religion is weaponized to arrest, execute and destroy people who believe in love, freedom and justice. It’s the story of a group of Iranian actors who are risking their lives to perform Tosca, as they know their government will not allow such stories to be told and heard.

Finalist teams were selected by an independent panel consisting of Oana Botez, costume designer; Wendell K. Harrington, projection designer; Anna Labykina, production and technical director, Boston Lyric Opera; Allen Moyer, scenic and costume designer; Julia Noulin-Mérat, set designer and associate producer, Boston Lyric Opera; and Chas Rader-Shieber, stage director. As opera is an intrinsically collaborative art form, the projects chosen were selected not only because they demonstrate the requisite creativity and skill, but because they display true collaboration and collective passion.

Each finalist team will be given $2,000 to be used toward further research and the production of more comprehensive renderings and models. The teams will be mentored by one of the selection panelists as they prepare the final presentation of their designs. Up to two representatives from each team will be provided with transportation, lodging and registration to attend Opera Conference 2019 in San Francisco, where they will present their proposals to more than 100 opera producers at a special session that will also be live streamed. Over the next two years, teams will also have their designs featured in sixth-month rotating exhibitions at OPERA America’s National Opera Center in New York.

“The conversations we had with conference attendees and fellow qualifying teams were invaluable, and we were fortunate enough to meet likeminded collaborators, similarly invested in reimagining canonic operas,” stated director Shannon Knox, a 2017 Director-Designer Showcase finalist, about her experience at Opera Conference 2017. “What has been most affecting as a director was the amazing opportunity to pull together an all-female team of talented, intelligent collaborators who want to experiment with ways to evolve opera as an art form,” she continued.

Following their Showcase participation, members of the 2015 and 2017 finalist teams have received engagements with Austin Opera, Central City Opera, Charlottesville Opera, Fargo Moorhead Opera, Heartbeat Opera, Houston Grand Opera, LA Opera, Madison Opera, the Metropolitan Opera, Minnesota Opera, National Sawdust, Opera Columbus, Opera Grand Rapids, Opera Memphis, Opera Naples, Opera Theatre of Saint Louis, Seattle Opera, Skylight Music Theatre, Tulsa Opera, Urban Arias and Washington National Opera.

Media Contact: Patricia K. Johnson | PKJohnson@operaamerica.org | 212.796.8628
“OPERA America is uniquely positioned as the field's convener and connector to advance the careers of the most talented creative artists,” stated Marc A. Scorca, president/CEO of OPERA America. “The Robert L.B. Tobin Director-Designer Showcase enables us to support the career development of stage directors and designers and, through them, further the artistic development of the art form. We are profoundly grateful to the Tobin Theatre Arts Fund for its continued support of this program.”

For more information about OPERA America, its many programs and the National Opera Center, visit operaamerica.org.

About OPERA America
OPERA America (operaamerica.org) leads and serves the entire opera community, supporting the creation, presentation and enjoyment of opera.

- Artistic services help opera companies and creative and performing artists to improve the quality of productions and increase the creation and presentation of North American works.
- Information, technical and administrative services to opera companies reflect the need for strengthened leadership among staff, trustees and volunteers.
- Education, audience development and community services are designed to enhance all forms of opera appreciation.

Founded in 1970, OPERA America’s worldwide membership network includes 150 Professional Company Members, 250 Associate, Business and Educational Members, 1,200 Individual Members, and 18,000 subscribers to the association's electronic news service. In response to the critical need for suitable audition, rehearsal and recording facilities, OPERA America opened the first-ever NATIONAL OPERA CENTER (operaamerica.org/OperaCenter) in September 2012 in New York City. With a wide range of artistic and administrative services in a purpose-built facility, OPERA America is dedicated to increasing the level of excellence, creativity and effectiveness across the field.